


From THE ARTIST

Welcome to Sage Studios!

Thank you for your interest in my art
and for helping support my work.
This catalog shows a sampling of 
my new and more popular pieces of
functional glass.

I hope you will consider adding my
art to your store or gallery. Please
feel free to contact me with any
questions, comments or custom
work requests.

I look forward to hearing from you!

In Thanks,



Sage Studios

ART & FUNCTION
A bunch of glass mushrooms on a
birch log lit from within with LEDs, a
volumetric cylinder blown out to form
wine goblets, a hand blown beehive
pendant light with swarming bees... 

Inspired by nature, family and my
scientific glass background. I work in
an open flame creating works of
functional art.



NATURE collection

Beauty
Few things are as beautiful as 
nature. I try to spend as much time as I
can in the outdoors around my home in
the Finger Lakes Region of New York
State and I aim to bring some of that
beauty into my art.

Mushrooms grow on downed logs in the
shade, bumble bees swirl around the
sweet flowers, acorns fall from the giant
oak tree ... 



“Keep your love of nature, for that is the true
way to understand art more and more.”

– Vincent van Gogh



7” BIRCH LOG LAMP
Item #MC102
7” x 4” x 6”

ROUND 
WILLOW LAMP

Item #MC100
9.5” x 4” x 10”

SMALL 
ROUND BIRCH 

LAMP
Item #MC107
6” x 3” x 5”

MUSHROOM
COLOR CHART

* Most mushrooms available bright 
or “soft” (sandblasted)

Red* Pink

Green Blue

Soft White
Different spot 

colors available

Amber/
Orange



CUSTOM MUSHOOM
BIRCH STUMP

Item #MC108
3.5” x 4.5” x 7”

BEEHIVE 
APOTHECARY JAR

Item #BC107
3” x 3” x 10”

BEEHIVE 
GOBLETS

Item #BC103
3.5” x 3.5” x 8”

BEEHIVE 
TABLE 
LAMP

Item #BC101
4.5” x 4.5” x 9”

BEEHIVE 
PENDANT 
LAMP

Item #BC102
6” x 6” x 10”

BEEHIVE 
PERFUME 
BOTTLE

Item #BC104
2.5” x 2.5” x 4”

MUSHROOM 
PERFUME 
BOTTLE

Item #MC103
1.5” x 1.5” x 3.5”

* All items are handmade and thus the sizes are approximate.
Size, color and shape may differ slightly.



ornament collection

Heirlooms
Ornaments are passed down through
generations and everyone remembers 
a favorite childhood ornament from their
Grandma’s tree.

All handmade, uniquely designed, my
ornaments are made of borosilicate
glass and will withstand the test of time. 

They are made to be enjoyed and
passed down through the years!



“Art enables us to find ourselves and
lose ourselves at the same time.”

– Thomas Merton



BEEHIVE
Item #BC105
3” x 3” x 4.5”
Colors available: 

Clear, White, Silver

BIRDHOUSE
Item #OC117

1.75” x 1.75” x 2.5”
Birds available: Bluebird, 
Yellow Finch, Red Robin

BUBBLE BLOWER
Item #OC105

1.5” x 1.25” x 4.5”
Colors available: 

Red, Blue, Gold, Soft White

MAN IN THE MOON
Item #OC108
4” x 1” x 4.5”
Colors available: 
Multiple - ask!

LETTER TO SANTA
Item #OC108

1.25” x .25” x 2.5”

FANCY ICICLE
Item #OC111

.75” x .75” x 9”

MUSHROOM
Item #MC104

1.75” x 1.75” x 3”
Colors available: 
Multiple - ask!



CUPCAKE
Item #CC103

1.5” x 1.5” x 2.5”

GAZEBO
Item #OC106

1.5” x 1.5” x 3”

CHRISTMAS KEY
Item #OC112
1.5 x .25” x 4”

OWL
Item #OC109

1.5” x 1.5” x 4”
Colors available: 

Clear, Pink, Purple, 
Silver, Soft White

PIGGY BANK
Item #OC103

1.75” x 1.25” x 2.5”

ZEPPELIN
Item #OC110

3.5” x 1.5” x 2”

GUMMY BEAR
Item #OC107

1.25” x 1” x 2.5”
Colors available: 

Red, Blue, Purple, 
Orange, Soft White

ICE CREAM
CONE

Item #OC113
1.5” x 1.5” x 3”

* All items are handmade 
and thus the sizes are 

approximate. Size, color and
shape may differ slightly.



SCIENCE FAIR collection

Amazing
Scientific glass has a unique quality, an
almost artistic look.

I take my background as a scientific
glass blower and put my own spin on it
to create one-of-a-kind pieces of func-
tional glass art.

What could be more fascinating than 
drinking wine out of a goblet made from
a graduated cylinder? Maybe wearing 
a necklace of graduated beads or 
seasoning your food with hex-based 
salt and pepper shakers? 



“After a certain high level of technical skill is
achieved, science and art tend to coalesce in

aesthetics, plasticity, and form.”
– Albert Einstein



2000 mL SCIENCE FAIR PITCHER
Item #SFC112
6” x 6” x 12”

SCIENCE FAIR 
COFFEE MUG
Item #SFC111
5.5” x 4” x 4”

MAD SCIENTIST 
WINE GLASSES

Item #SFC103
3.5” x 3.5” x 8.5”



SCIENCE FAIR
CRUET 

Item #SFC113
4” x 4” x 9.25”

MAD SCIENTIST 
SALT & PEPPER

Item #SFC106
1.75” x 1.75” x 5.25”

GRADUATED 
ORNAMENT
Item #SFC107

Sizes vary between 
3”-4” round

COIL LAMP
Item #SFC101
6” x 6” x 10”

Coil colors available: 
Multiple - ask!

GRADUATED 
PENDANT LAMP

Item #SFC102
6” x 6” x 10”

10 mL NECKLACE
Item #SFC114

18” chain

* All items are handmade and
thus the sizes are approximate.
Size, color and shape may dif-

fer slightly.



Mycology SCIENCE collection

my·col·o·gy
/mīˈkäləjē/
noun
The scientific study of fungi.

After spending half my life in the employ of
chemistry glass, the artist in me tends to
see nature a little deeper, more scientific.

My new line is made up of unique amal-
gamations like erlenmeyers and speci-
men jars filled with exotic and
poisonous-looking fungi, a beautiful 
bowl made with graduation lines and
filled with a bundle of ‘shrooms.



“Natural science, does not simply describe 
and explain nature; it is part of the interplay 

between nature and ourselves.”
– Werner Heisenberg



MYCOLOGY BOWL
Item #MSC101

Many different  color mushrooms and bowl sizes available



MYCOLOGY 
PERFUME BOTTLE

Item #MSC105
2.25” x 2.25” x 4.5”

* All items are handmade and thus the
sizes are approximate. Size, color and

shape may differ slightly.

MYCOLOGY CANISTER JARS
Item #MSC102 #MSC103 #MSC104

4.25” x 4.25” x 10.25” 3.75” x 3.75” x 9.75” 3” x 3” x 9”

ASK ABUT
 MY 

ONE-OF-A
-KIND

SCULPTU
RES!

WHAT’S
INSIDE?

YOUR CHOICE
OF MUSHROOM
SPECIMAN!



Sage Studios
Sage Churchill-Foster

www.sage-studios.com
sage@sage-studios.com

315-576-2412


